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Trouble in the Hills
Becker, Helaine
After a fight with his father, Cam takes to the hills that surround his
small, mountain community where an error in judgment leads to a
serious mountain biking accident. As he slowly makes his way back
to town over cold, inhospitable terrain, he encounters a trio of
kidnappers, the girl who escaped them, his former best friend, and
a gang of drug runners.

YA BOD

The Compound
Bodeen, S.A.
After his parents, two sisters, and he have spent six years in a vast
underground compound built by his wealthy father to protect them
from a nuclear holocaust, fifteen-year-old Eli, whose twin brother
and grandmother were left behind, discovers that his father has
perpetrated a monstrous hoax on them all.

YA BOD

Sequel: The Fallout.
The Raft
Bodeen, S.A.
Robbie's last-minute flight to the Midway Atoll proves to be a
nightmare when the plane goes down in shark-infested waters.
Fighting for her life, the co-pilot Max pulls her onto the raft, and
that's when the real terror begins.

YA BRA

Stranded
Braun, Melinda
A year after the death of her sister, Emma ventures with a hiking
group into the dangerous woods of the Boundary Waters. But after
a freak windstorm kills their guide, the group must endure the
wrath of Mother Nature--and each other--if they hope to make it
out of the woods alive.

YA BRA

Beauty Queens
Bray, Libba
When a plane crash strands thirteen teen beauty contestants on a
mysterious island, they struggle to survive, to get along with one
another, to combat the island's other diabolical occupants, and to
learn their dance numbers in case they are rescued in time for the
competition.
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YA CAM

Rook
Cameron, Sharon
In the Sunken City that was once Paris the guillotine rules again,
while Sophia Bellamy from the Commonwealth across the Channel
Sea tries to rescue as many of the revolution's victims as she can
smuggle out, and some prisoners disappear from their cells, with a
red-tipped rook feather left in their place--but who is the
mysterious Red Rook and where does Sophia's wealthy fiance, René
Hasard, fit in?

YA CAR

Blackbird
Carey, Anna
A teenage girl wakes up on the Los Angeles subway tracks with no
memory of who she is or how she got there. One thing she does
know is that people are trying to kill her, and she must race to
uncover her past and outwit her hunters before it's too late.

YA CHA

Chandler, Kristen

YA COO

Ghost Hawk
Cooper, Susan
At the end of a winter-long journey into manhood, Little Hawk
returns to find his village decimated by a white man's plague and
soon, despite a fresh start, Little Hawk dies violently but his spirit
remains trapped, seeing how his world changes.

YA CRO

One Crow Alone
Crockett, S.D.
The long, bitter winters are getting worse, and a state of emergency
has been declared across Europe. In Poland, the villagers are subject
to frequent power cuts and fuel shortages. After the death of her
grandmother and the evacuation of her village, 15-year-old Magda
joins forces with the arrogant, handsome Ivan and smuggles her
way onto a truck bound for London - where she hopes to find her
mother. But London, when they reach it, is a nightmarish world, far
from welcoming.

Wolves, Boys, and Other Things That Might
Kill Me
Two teenagers become close as the citizens of their town fight over
the packs of wolves that have been reintroduced into the nearby
Yellowstone National Park.
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YA DIX

Phoenix Island
Dixon, John
When a tough sixteen-year-old boxing champ sentenced to an
isolated boot camp discovers it is actually a mercenary training
facility turning "throwaway children" into scientifically enhanced
killers, he risks everything to save his friends and stop a madman
bent on global destruction.

YA DRA

The Letter for the King
Dragt, Tonke
On the night of his final vigil before being knighted, Tiuri answers a
request to deliver an urgent letter to a distant kingdom across the
Great Mountains--a journey that will threaten his life and teach him
the true meaning of what it is to be a knight.

YA ESH

Ivory and Bone
Eshbaugh, Julie
Hunting, gathering, and keeping his family safe--that's the life
seventeen-year-old Kol knows. Then bold, enigmatic Mya arrives
from the south with her family, and Kol is captivated. He wants her
to like and trust him, but any hopes of impressing her are ruined
when he makes a careless--and nearly grave--mistake. However,
there's something more to Mya's cool disdain ... a history wrought
with loss that comes to light when another clan arrives.
Black Ice
Fitzpatrick, Becca
Britt goes hiking in the Grand Tetons of Wyoming with her exboyfriend Calvin, but trouble arises when she is caught in a
blizzard, taken hostage by fugitives, finds evidence of murders, and
learns whom to trust and whom to love.

YA FIT

YA FOR

The Cipher
Ford, John
Robert 'Smiles' Smylie and his friend Ben become embroiled in a
high-stakes negotiation with a pair of suspicious Feds when Ben
cracks a code with the power to unlock all the Internet's secrets.
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YA GAG

Gagnon, Michelle Don’t Turn Around
After waking up on an operating table with no memory of how she
got there, Noa must team up with computer hacker Peter to stop a
corrupt corporation with a deadly secret.
Also in this trilogy: Don’t Look Now; Don’t Let Go.

YA GAN

From Norvelt to Nowhere
Gantos, Jack
Jack ends up on the run with his old friend Miss Volker. She
unexpectedly confesses to being a true criminal. Jack is confused as
to who is guilty of what, including himself.

YA GAR

Even If the Sky Falls
García, Mia
When Julie takes a break from helping her youth group rebuild
houses in New Orleans, she meets and falls in love with Miles and
together they must survive a hurricane.

YA GIB

Spy Camp
Gibbs, Stuart
As almost thirteen-year-old Ben, a student at the CIA's academy for
future intelligence agents, prepares to go to spy summer camp, he
receives a death threat from the evil organization SPYDER.
Also in this series: Spy School; Evil Spy School.

YA GIL

Blood Sun
Gilman, David
Desperate to uncover the secret of his mother's death, fifteen-yearold Max Gordon, pursued by enemies, travels from the bleakness of
Dartmoor to the rainforest of Central America, where the
environmental devastation hides a sinister secret.
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YA GOU

Genius: the Game
Gout, Leopoldo
Three underprivileged young prodigies from across the world with
incredible skills in technology and engineering team up to become
the heroes the world never knew they could be.

YA GRI

Adrift
Griffin, Paul
Temptation sends working-class friends Matt and Mike out to sea
with a group of very different peers, where tragedy leaves them
fighting to stay alive upon the angry sea.

YA HAL

Nightfall
Halpern, Jake
On a distant island where day and night exist on fourteen-year
cycles, and the islanders migrate south each sunset, three children
get left behind and must find a way off the island before the Night
finds them.

YA BROWSING H

YA HES

The Great Wide Sea
Herlong, M.H.
Still mourning the death of their mother, three brothers go with
their father on an extended sailing trip off the Florida Keys and
have a harrowing adventure at sea.

Safekeeping
Hesse, Karen
When Radley returns to the United States after volunteering
abroad, she comes back to a country under military rule with strict
travel restrictions, and she must find her way back to her Vermont
home through the New England woods.
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YA HIR

YA HIR

The Darkest Path
Hirsch, Jeff
Since he was captured by the Glorious Path, a militant religion
based on the teachings of a former soldier, fifteen-year-old Cal has
served the Path in its brutal war with the remains of the United
States government, and tried to survive and protect his younger
brother but when he kills an officer to protect a stray dog, Cal is
forced take his brother and the dog and run.
The Eleventh Plague
Hirsch, Jeff
Twenty years after the start of the war that caused the Collapse,
fifteen-year-old Stephen, his father, and grandfather travel postCollapse America scavenging, but when his grandfather dies and
his father decides to risk everything to save the lives of two
strangers, Stephen's life is turned upside down.

YA HOB

Far North
Hobbs, Will
After the destruction of their floatplane, sixteen-year-old Gabe and
his Dene friend, Raymond, struggle to survive a winter in the
wilderness of the Northwest Territories.

YA HOL

The Distance Between Lost and Found
Holmes, Kathryn
Sophomore Hallie Calhoun, her former friend Jonah, and new
friend Rachel leave a church youth group hike in the Great Smoky
Mountains and become lost for five days, struggling to survive as
Hallie finally speaks about the incident that made her a social
pariah and Jonah admits why it hurt him so much.

YA JAC

Jacobson, Jennifer Small as an Elephant
Abandoned by his mother in an Acadia National Park campground,
Jack tries to make his way back to Boston before anyone figures out
what is going on, with only a small toy elephant for company.
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YA SERIES ORCA

YA KEP

YA KEY

YA KHO

Storm Tide
Jones, Kari
Left alone for the first time on the island he calls home, Simon is
looking forward to a day of personal indulgence. His sister Ellen
only wants to make sure they get their chores done. Their parents
are busy trying to convince the government not to close the
lighthouse that the family operates, and it's up to the kids to make
sure everything runs smoothly. Neither Simon nor Ellen is prepared
for the mysterious and potentially dangerous visitor who brings
with him an unexpected storm and a riddle that may lead to
treasure - treasure that could help them save the lighthouse. Simon
and Ellen have to work together to solve the riddle before the
stranger - or the weather - destroys their chances.
This is the Story of You
Kephart, Beth
Mira lives with her mother and younger brother on an island off the
coast of Atlantic City. Her brother is missing an enzyme, which
causes him to be frequently hospitalized for treatments. It is during
one of these treatments that Mira's mom and brother are away at
the hospital on the mainland when a catastrophic storm
unexpectedly strikes the island. The story quickly turns into a tale
of survival, as Mira must fend for herself with no contact with the
mainland.
Terror at Bottle Creek
Key, Watt
Thirteen-year-old Cort's father is a local expert on hunting and
swamp lore in lower Alabama who has been teaching his son
everything he knows. But when a deadly Gulf Coast hurricane
makes landfall, Cort must unexpectedly put his all skills--and
bravery--to the test.

Kalahari
Khoury, Jessica
Deep in the Kalahari Desert, a Corpus lab protects a dangerous
secret. But what happens when that secret takes on a life of its own?
When an educational safari goes wrong, five teens find themselves
stranded in the Kalahari Desert without a guide.
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YA KLA

If We Survive
Klavan, Andrew
When revolutionaries seize control of a country in Central America
where sixteen-year-old Will is serving at a mission, he and the other
volunteers find themselves in a desperate race to escape the
violence and return home.

YA LAC

The Sultan’s Tigers
Lacey, Josh
Tom, who comes from a long line of criminals, travels with his
roguish uncle to India to find a family treasure--an antique jewelencrusted tiger stolen from the sultan's throne hundreds of years
ago.

YA LAY

Laybourne, Emmy Monument 14
Six high school kids are trapped in a chain superstore, while
outside a series of disasters occurs beginning with a hailstorm and
ending with a chemical spill.
Also in this series: Sky on Fire; Savage Drift.

YA LOW

Jet Black and the Ninja Wind
Lowitz, Leza
After her mother's death, seventeen-year-old Jet Black goes to Japan
to try to protect a family treasure unaware that she is a ninja, but
pursued by bounty hunters who know the secret, and in love with
the man sent to kill her.

YA MAY

Itch
Mayo, Simon
When fourteen-year-old Itchingham "Itch" Lofte discovers a new
radioactive element, he must use all of his wits and scientific
knowledge to stop a top-secret government agency, his greedy
teacher, and an evil corporation from getting hold of it.
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YA MCC

The Death-Defying Pepper Roux
McCaughrean,
Geraldine
Having been raised believing he will die before he reaches the age
of fourteen, Pepper Roux runs away on his fourteenth birthday in
an attempt to elude his fate, assumes another identity, and
continues to try to outrun death, no matter the consequences.

YA MCG

McGinnis, Mindy Not a Drop to Drink
Sixteen-year-old Lynn will do anything to protect her valuable
water source, but the arrival of new neighbors forces her to
reconsider her attitudes.
Sequel: In a Handful of Dust.

YA MEY

YA MIL

YA MOR

Bloody Jack: Being an account of the curious
adventures of Mary “Jacky” Faber, ship’s boy
Reduced to begging and thievery in the streets of London, a
thirteen-year-old orphan disguises herself as a boy and connives
her way onto a British warship set for high sea adventure in search
of pirates.
Meyer, L.A.

Also in this series: Curse of the Blue Tattoo; Under the Jolly Roger; In
the Belly of the Bloodhound; Mississippi Jack; My Bonny Light Horseman;
Rapture of the Deep; The Wake of the Lorelei Lee; The Mark of the Golden
Dragon; Viva Jacquelina!; Boston Jacky; Wild Rover No More.
How to Lead a Life of Crime
Miller, Kirsten
A teenaged pickpocket, haunted by the ghost of his brother killed
by his father, is recruited for Mandel Academy, a school for
criminals where only one student survives each semester.

Survive
Morel, Alex
A troubled girl is stranded in an arctic winter terrain after a plane
crash and must fight for survival with the only other boy left alive.
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YA MOS

Girl on a Plane
Moss, Miriam
This is a fictionalized story based on the amazing real life
experiences of Miriam Moss, a fifteen year old English school girl
who was held hostage on a plane hijacked by the Palestinian
Liberation Front in 1970.

YA MUC

The Recruit (CHERUB)
Muchamore,
Robert
James is recruited into CHERUB, a secret division of MI5 which
consists of teenage spies. He successfully completes his training and
goes on his first mission.

YA BROWSING M

Also in this series: Class A; Maximum Security; The Killing; Divine
Madness; Man Vs Beast; The Fall; Mad Dogs; The Sleepwalker; The
General; Brigands M.C.; Shadow Wave.
Squeeze
Muller, Rachel
Byron is psyched when his older brother Jesse invites him on a
weekend caving trip - even if it means spending time with Cole,
Jesse's obnoxious college roommate. Exploring a wild cave is
always dangerous, but it becomes deadly as tempers fray and the
water level inside the cave starts to rise. When an under-ground
confrontation leaves one of the cavers seriously injured, Byron has
to make some life-or-death decisions - and every second counts.

YA NOR

Northrop, Michael Surrounded by Sharks
On the first day of vacation, thirteen-year-old Davey Tsering wakes
up early, slips out of his family's hotel room without telling anyone,
and heads for the beach and a swim in the warm Floridian waters-and a fateful meeting with a shark.

YA NOR

Northrop, Michael Trapped
Seven high school students are stranded at their New England high
school during a week-long blizzard that shuts down the power and
heat, freezes the pipes, and leaves them wondering if they will
survive.
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YA OGU

The Call
Ó Guilín, Peadar
For the last twenty-five years every teenager in Ireland has been
subject to "the call" which takes them away to the land of the Sídhe,
where they are hunted for twenty four hours (though only three
minutes pass in this world)--handicapped by her twisted legs,
Nessa Doherty knows that very few return alive, but she is
determined to be one of them.

YA PAR

A Long Walk to Water
Park, Linda Sue
When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, elevenyear-old Salva becomes separated from his family and must walk
with other Dinka tribe members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia,
and Kenya in search of safe haven.

YA PAT

Save Rafe!
Patterson, James
Middle schooler Rafe Khatchadorian faces his greatest challenge yet
as he struggles to complete a week-long wilderness survival course
to prove to his school administrators that he can succeed.

YA PAU

Hatchet
Paulsen, Gary
After a plane crash, thirteen-year-old Brian spends fifty-four days in
the Canadian wilderness, learning to survive with only the aid of a
hatchet given him by his mother, and learning also to survive his
parents' divorce.

YA PEN

The Living
de la Peña, Matt
After an earthquake destroys California and a tsunami wrecks the
luxury cruise ship where he is a summer employee, high schooler
Shy confronts another deadly surprise.
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YA RYA

NERVE
Ryan, Jeanne
As a player in NERVE, an anonymous game of dares broadcast live
online, high-schooler Vee is unhappy to be watched constantly but
finds it exhilarating to be paired with handsome Ian taking ever
riskier dares--until the stakes become too high.

YA SAN

Uncaged
Sandford, John
When an animal rights action at a research lab goes wrong, a
terrible secret is exposed, and Shay must find her brother Odin
before the researchers at Singular Corp can silence both of them.
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Fire & Flood
Scott, Victoria
Tella's brother Cody is sick and getting worse, so when she finds
instructions on how to become a contender in the dangerous
Brimstone Bleed race where she can win a cure for him, she jumps
at the chance--but there is no guarantee that she will win, or even
survive.

YA SME

The Trap
Smelcer, John
In alternating chapters, seventeen-year-old Johnny Least-Weasel,
who is better known for brains than brawn, worries about his
missing grandfather, and the grandfather, Albert Least-Weasel,
struggles to survive, caught in his own steel trap in the Alaskan
winter.

YA BROWSING S

Savage Mountain
Smelcer, John
In the summer of 1980, brothers Sebastian and James Savage decide
to climb one of Alaska's highest mountains to prove themselves to
their father but, instead, through testing their limits, learn that no
matter how different they may be, the strongest bond of all is
brotherhood.
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YA BROWSING S

Peak
Smith, Roland
Peak Marcello knows he's in trouble when a SWAT team plucks
him from a late night climb up a New York City skyscraper. Given
the option of Juvenile Detention or a trip to Thailand to live with
his long-lost father who runs a climbing company, the choice seems
obvious. But the father has his own reasons for rescuing his son.
Sequel: The Edge.

YA STO

YA BROWSING S

YA WAL

YA BROWSING W

Black Widow: Forever Red
Stohl, Margaret
Natasha Romanov, called the Black Widow, agent of S.H.I.E.L.D,
rescues a young girl from Ivan, the man who once trained her as an
assassin--and eight years later she is called upon to protect the
teenager Ava has become from a threat from the past--and possibly
from S.H.I.E.L.D itself.

I Have a Bad Feeling About This
Strand, Jeff
Everything unathletic sixteen-year-old Henry was dreading about
survival camp turns out to be true--or even worse--when armed
killers arrive and survival takes on a whole new meaning for the
campers.

H.I.V.E. (Higher Institute of Villainous
Education)
Otto and Raven are desperate to rescue their friends from the
clutches of Anastasia Furan, head of the evil Disciples organization.
First they must track down the location of the Glasshouse, the
prison where Furan trains children to become ruthless assassins.
But Otto is also being hunted.
Walden, Mark

Also in this series: The Overlord Protocol; Escape Velocity;
Dreadnought; Rogue; Zero Hour; Aftershock; Deadlock.
Memory Boy
Weaver, Will
Sixteen-year-old Miles and his family must flee their Minneapolis
home and begin a new life in the wilderness after a chain of
cataclysmic volcanic explosions creates dangerous conditions in
their city.
Sequel: The Survivors.
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YA WOO

Silver
Wooding, Chris
When the students at Mortingham Boarding Academy find a group
of strange, silvery beetles on school grounds they are excited, but
when the beetles attack them and a mysterious virus starts
spreading, a group of mismatched students must work together to
survive.
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